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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel large dataset for experiments
on high resolution image processing called HILOD21. This dataset con-
tains 800 images, automated and manual annotations, and manual de-
scriptions for every image and is available for public academic use. Var-
ious object detection algorithms have been implemented and performed
on this dataset during the Object Detection Challenge 2021 at the Uni-
versity of Hagen to validate and optimize the annotations of the dataset.
Some results of this evaluation are also outlined in this paper and show,
that the HILOD21 dataset can be applied as data source for object detec-
tion algorithms in different programming languages running on various
devices.
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1 Introduction and State of the art

Every year, more than 1.2 trillion photos are taken on Smartphones and digi-
tal cameras [11]. The resolution of these images increased during the last years
up to 100 megapixel - even on Smartphones [17]. These high resolution images
also provide a higher Level-Of-Detail (LOD), which has to be utilized in object
and/or feature detection algorithms. For the evaluation of object and/or fea-
ture detection algorithms, a validated and reliable reference dataset is required.
With such a dataset, machine learning models can be trained [5], and an auto-
mated verification of algorithms can be performed [13]. For image processing,
the Flickr30k set [18], the DIV2K dataset [3], the IAPTRC12 dataset [9], or the
PASCAL VOC dataset [7] are some of the most relevant collections. However,
these datasets either contain only low-resolution images with manual annota-
tions, or high-resolution images without annotations. As shown in our previous
work [15][16], for the automated processing and evaluation of high-LOD im-
ages, these datasets need to be optimized. Therefore, we decided to construct a
high-resolution dataset with automated and manual annotations, which will be
described in the next section.
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2 Modeling and Design

As basis for our dataset, we selected 800 random images from the DIV2K dataset
[3], which is available for public academic use. The images have a resolution
of 2040x1356 pixels (in average) and typically contain various objects of vari-
ous topic areas with a high LOD. During the Object Detection Challenge 2021
(ODC21) at the University of Hagen, these images have been manually an-
notated with keywords and textually described. The resulting dataset is named
High-Level-Of-Detail Dataset 2021 (HILOD21) and also available for public aca-
demic use. The HILOD21 has been designed for a broad variety of feature de-
tection algorithms. Examples of the dataset are shown in Figure 1. Each of the
images in the dataset has been manually described, validated, reviewed and ap-
proved. The descriptions are available as XML and CSV-file. In addition, during
the ODC21, these manual annotations have been refined by automated algo-
rithms.

Fig. 1. Example images of the HILOD21 dataset

In the HILOD21, each image will be described and annotated by the following
attributes:

– image-name: identifies the corresponding .png image of the dataset. Image
names are UUIDs.
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– keywords: manually annotated keywords containing general aspects of the
image. These keywords are also used to describe overall settings, like e.g.
”football”, ”landscape”, ”black & white”. Keywords are also used for the
description of landmarks, like e.g. ”fontana di trevi”.

– primary objects: a list of the most prominent objects or features of the image.
– other objects: a list of all other objects, that are shown on the image.
– description: a textual description of the image.
– automated keywords: a list of keywords, that have been detected automati-

cally during the ODC21

An example of a complete record is given in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. HILOD21 annotation attributes and values.

Table 1 lists the most relevant object classes of the HILOD21. It contains
only objects, that are detected or described in at least 40 images of the dataset.
A list of all available keywords is part of the dataset download. All detected
object term have been validated against a english dictionary.

During the ODC21 at the University of Hagen, a set of 25 algorithms (i.e.
plugins) has been implemented and tested with the dataset. The various plugins
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# object class # object class # object class

218 animal 86 window 55 whiskers
211 person 77 hat 52 gesture
208 plant 77 facade 51 cloud
171 cloud 70 art 48 human body
150 face 67 eye 46 vehicle
122 organism 66 tree 44 food
122 building 65 grass 44 clothing
111 wood 62 wheel 42 luggage
92 sleeve 59 snout 41 city
92 water 58 fawn 40 bird

Table 1. Selection of the most prominent object classes and the corresponding number
of images in the dataset.

address different object classes and thus provide a good coverage of the various
aspects of the HILOD21. These implementations were both used to optimize the
quality of the dataset and to evaluate the algorithms themselves. Some of these
results are shown in section 3 of this paper.

3 Implementation and Evaluation

For the evaluation of the dataset and the selected algorithms, a Precision &
Recall experiment has been performed for each plugin, where Precision P is the
ratio of correctly positive observations to the total predicted positive observa-
tions, Recall R is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to all
possible observations. As we employed various plugins with special focuses (e.g.
the Carnet.AI plugin [6], which is trained to detect cars and car models), the
results of these experiments have been manually compared with the annotations
in the dataset to refine the descriptions of the images. It should be mentioned,
that we also made a reference run with Google Vision [8], which showed very
good results in our evaluation and can be regarded as a well established reference
implementation for object and feature detection. Table 2 shows an excerpt of the
plugins, we have employed to prove and enhance the quality of the dataset anno-
tation. It also illustrates some of the most relevant object types (i.e. classes), that
have been processed, verified, and enhanced with this plugin and their number
of occurrences in the dataset.

To illustrate, that the images of HILOD21 can be also employed on devices
like the Nvidia Jetson Nano, Raspberry PI, or Smartphones, we also performed
experiments on such hardware or limited memory of CPU configurations. This
experiment showed, that object / feature detection plugins vary according to
the relevant object classes, especially on devices with limited memory. This is
due to the training set of machine learning components, and also due to the
algorithms for pattern recognition, that are implemented by these APIs. More
detailed information about the specific implementations of the plugins and their
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refinement plugin example class # images

Tensorflow.js[2] fruit 64
plant 208
apple 23
orange 55

YOLO [12] dog 23
animal 218
cat 57
fish 38

Image AI [1] person 211
tree 198
building 161
car 180

Amazon AWS [4] mountain 69
cloud 83
water 171
snow 35

Microsoft Visioning [10] boat 42
train 14
building 122
music 9

Google Vision [8] woman 34
man 79
smile 20
face 150

Carnet.AI[6] wheel 62
train 14
truck 4
bicycle 16

Table 2. Plugins applied to additionally validate and refine the dataset.

underlying algorithms can be found in the reference section of this paper. How-
ever, this experiment shows, that state-of-the-art APIs, algorithms, and tools can
be evaluated on basis of the HILOD21 independent from programming language
(e.g. Java, C#, or Nvidia CUDA) or hardware (e.g. Computers, Smartphones,
or Devices).

To prove, that the HLOD21 dataset provides a significant improvement of
LOD, we performed an additional experiment, in which the LOD has been re-
cursively applied to an image. This means, that for each detected object, the
bounding box of the object has been calculated and an additional image only
with the bounding box has been generated and re-processed. Figure 3 shows the
original input image, Table 3 the resulting objects according to the LOD.
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Fig. 3. Level-Of-Detail and feature detection.

4 Discussion and Summary

In this paper, we presented the details of the HILOD21, which is made available
for further public research. The dataset contains 800 high-resolution images and
is annotated both manually and automatically. The dataset and the contained
objects / features have been evaluated during the ODC21 and results of this have
been shown in the previous section. The results of this evaluation show, that the
dataset provides data for high-LOD object and features detection, which can be
used to train, optimize, evaluate object detection algorithms. Thus, HILOD21
will be an important component in multimedia information retrieval research.

The HILOD21 dataset is available for academic research purposes only and
can be downloaded at [14] (3.54 GB zipped file).
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